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Tomb raider

If you were around in the ’90s, you probably remember the debacle that Tomb Raider games became. But
forget what you know about the series because Lara
Croft is back in one of the best reboots ever done.

hard retro games

torture of the quarter

Think games today are too easy? Using cheat
codes makes the struggle easier? Gander at some of
the hardest games of the golden age of gaming.

The trip to the beach has never been more terrifying or rage-inducing than the journey you’ll
probably undertake if you choose to play California Games.

the usual suspects
24, 25, 26 pokemon Red & blue knowledge center
Zubat/Goldbat, Oddish/Gloom/Vileplume and Paras/
Parasect round out the Pokémon offerings this quarter. If
you need status effectors, or just plain old Normal and Bug
Pokémon, these three evolutions can help.

30 otaku corner

30 anime lounge

Death Note makes its sixth appearance in editor-at-large
Brandon Beatty’s quarterly column on anime and manga.
If Light can make it through multiple other Kiras and
suspicion being cast upon him, he can make it through
anything, right?

Maid cafés are pretty popular in Japan, so it’s no surprise
that there’s anime and manga devoted to them. We look at
one of our favorites, Kaichou wa Maid Sama, which combines the concept and a school setting to great success.
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1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in
some areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work
and it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come
back to the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great
game worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming
experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once
to experience what it has to offer.
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CRY OF WAR

I

A cautious eye toward the
next generation of systems

’m not one to run out and
buy the latest and greatest
thing on the market; this is
a philosophy that applies to
my consoles as well as my
games. I’m content with what I
have just fine, thank you, and as
the editor-in-chief of a gaming
publication that focuses mainly
on retro games, you can see that
notion in play right before your
very eyes.
That said, I do have something
of the current market offerings,
and I’m pretty satisfied with my
purchase. If it weren’t for the daily
struggle of living on a professional
journalist’s salary, I might would
have more but that’s a tale of woe

for another day. Right now, my
Xbox 360 and DSi work wonders
for whatever I’d like to play at any
given time.
I don’t need a 3DS (though that
new Animal Crossing is a mustbuy at some point), and I’m not
necessarily jumping up and down
to buy the Xbox One or PS4. I’m just
not interested in investing hundreds of dollars in new hardware,
and I never have been. And as for
the Wii U, someone have Nintendo
call me when they move beyond
the tired Wii concept that got old
five years ago.
Historically, I have bought or
received a new console as a gift
approximately one year after its

release. Coming from a pennypinching household did wonders
for my understanding of the value
of money, so I knew to never be
in a rush to get the newest games
or systems. That way of thinking
carried over to adulthood, and it’s
a sign of just how much I’ve grown
up yet remained the same as I was
as a child.
I don’t hate the concept of new
and improved; I’m just wondering
how much do I need the new and
improved and just how much of it
is really, well, new and improved.

VS.

Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

Bionic Commando
Rearmed gets a fresh
Lyndsey Hicks
BEAT.TRIP.GAME coat of audio paint

B

ionic Commando had a pretty good
soundtrack to start with. It was one of the
few NES games that took full advantage
of the console’s chipset and sound channels, something that was immediately
noticeable. But with Rearmed, the HD remake,
the music underwent an upgrade alongside the
graphics, and it’s the stuff dreams are made of.
Menu theme: This is one of the best tracks I’ve
heard in a long time. The new song slows everything down and adds a technical feel. The track
is a slow burn that eventually speeds up, but the
introduction is a nice slow R&B groove.
Heat Wave: One of my favorite tracks in the
entire game, Heat Wave manages to take the
original — which was already great — and make
it better. This is one of those songs that the addition of instruments helps in every way.
Intruder Alert: The dance vibe is infectious in

editorial

the song, but gives off a general feel of danger in
infiltrating the Badds’ base.
Prologue: The re-imagining of the NES’ opening theme is one of the nicest and well-done
remakes of a theme ever done. You know it’s
pretty good when you can imagine the notes of
the remake while playing the original game. The
added bass and drum section is what makes the
track interesting and spruces it up quite nicely.
Leap of Faith: Also a track re-imagined from
the original game, Leap of Faith is interesting
with the changes made to it. The sound of the
background synthesizer has been made more
prominent and the drum beat is also more pronounced.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection
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E32013: let’s make a deal
Lyndsey Hicks
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What’s behind the door of
ultimate fortune after this year’s
trade show for gamers?

e began our coverage of E32013, the
yearly trade show
for the video game
industry much like all of
the others that we’ve covered in our six years of revitalization: We threw on our
gaming hats, downloaded a
few press conferences and
watched with bated breath
and anticipation. This was
the year that something
was bound to happen with a
new console on the market
and two new systems announced.
But then something weird
happened: All of the drama
and fanfare were taken out
of the actual conferences,
and statements were made
before and after the staged
show lights went down
and came back up, leaving
a rush of excitement in its
trail.
Did Nintendo’s decision to
not hold a main press conference at the convention
make a difference? How did
Microsoft’s price announcement for the Xbox One go
over? Did Sony do anything
to bolster the backing of the
PlayStation 4?
All of these questions and
more are answered in my
review of the Big 3’s press
conferences. Let’s just say
this year was among the
most interesting in the
history of paying attention
to the spectacle that is the
Electronic Entertainment
Expo.

*Background courtesy of Maarten Van Loock/SmashingMagazine.com
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nintendo
Mario Kart 8

Pikmin 3

omething different is in the air when one of the big
console makers decides to pull up the stakes on a
major E3 presentation and stick with delivering from
home. Critics are crying the death knell for Nintendo,
but the company continues to chug right along. Either
Nintendo hasn’t gotten the message that they are on death’s
door or they don’t care. But the company’s 2013 summer
Nintendo Direct presentation showed the company was alive
and slightly well, if not a little moribund.
Nintendo’s strength has gradually shifted away from forcing third-party software developers to conform with their
policies toward first-party reliability and development.
Starting the year with
a confounding question
of what to do with the
3DS and Wii U, Nintendo
has always taken a few
months to get into the
swing of things with
new titles for its newest
consoles. This year was
no different, and Nintendo obviously wanted
to wait until E3 to play
their hand.
Nintendo’s starting point of Pokémon X & Y was strong and showed that
the Pokémon juggernaut isn’t about to slow down, though
someone at Nintendo/Game Freak should get the message
that the names for the new Pokémon are atrocious. But who
cares when a new type is added to the lineup of Pokémon
categories?
In short succession, Mario made his appearance with
Super Mario 3D World and Mario Kart 8. Both of the titles are
no surprise, really. You have to understand by now, if you’ve
been following video games at all in the past 20 years, that
Nintendo will always have a few Mario titles and a new Mario Kart for its new systems. That’s just how things go and
always have since the days of the Super Nintendo. While I
think it’s a standard move, it’s probably more of a necessary
move to get units out the door. Mario Kart is proven moneymaker and any new entries in the Mario series will always
sell millions. These were lock titles to be discussed for those
in the know.
Eventually, Nintendo did discuss third-party business. And
honestly, the titles they showed we’d already seen from E3
last year and maybe the year before that. However, it’s interesting that there were a lot of Ubisoft and Sega/Platinum
Games titles but not much else. On the plus side, there was
Bayonetta 2 and The Wonderful 101 in addition to Sonic: The
Lost World and an unnamed game from Monolith Software.
But that was everything of note in the vein of non-Nintendo
projects.
Wrapping it up, Nintendo trotted out the newest Smash
Bros. game, which for the first time will be released on its
main console and handheld system. For those who still get
excited about Smash Bros. after the mess that was Brawl,
this is exciting news. Again, a new console means a new
entry in a core franchise for Nintendo, and Smash Bros. has
become that for Nintendo these days. For me, however, it’s
expected.
Returning to my core point, everything these days — and I
do mean everything — is about moving units for Nintendo.
Getting out of the hole they dug for themselves after the fall
of the Wii is an important goal and pushing these
moneymakers means all the difference between survival as
a first party or becoming cannon-fodder in the console race
and switching to development. You know, better known as
becoming Sega. With the first-party push and muscle, Nintendo could probably make it through the year, but E3 wasn’t
the survival of the fittest celebration that Nintendo probably
needs to have.

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

All photos courtesy of Nintendo.com

Super Smash Bros.

Super mario 3D World

Pokemon X&Y
feature

Grade: C+
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microsoft
Titanfall

Halo

he interesting twists coming out of the
Microsoft camp didn’t happen during
the actual conference; no, Microsoft
saved their most ludicrous announcements for brief confirmations in the media
and the Xbox One reveal. The conference was
merely a show that it’s status quo in the land
of Xbox, where you can get the most exclusives to play and look pretty while doing so.
The games were on display for the newest
system and they were fine pieces of work.
Graphically, Xbox will probably have a dog in
the fight with Sony, but the company made
complete fools of themselves with the restrictive policies of the new console. Let’s just
say Microsoft had better hope that the exclusives save
them from
the grave
they’ve
managed
to dig for
themselves
this generation.
Among
the more
notable announcements were new titles in the Halo and
Forza series. Those are guaranteed to make
a few dollars (and by few I mean millions),
and both looked good running at 60 frames
per second. Dead Rising 3 made an appearance, looking all the while like The Walking
Dead, and Ryse finally showed up again in
playable form. Making an appearance also
was the long-rumored Killer Instinct, which
had been mentioned as a possible series
reboot for Microsoft ever since they took Rare
off Nintendo’s hands. While I’m excited to see
Killer Instinct make a return, it may be too
late. KI is one of those titles that should have
been released last generation; it’s debatable if
gamers outside of my age range even recognize and relate with the KI brand.
What resonated the most from the presentation was the moment that the Xbox One
price was announced. It was fairly interesting, knowing that Microsoft is taking serious criticism for its decisions regarding used
games and online checks, to watch executive Phil Spencer basically rush through the
launch date and $499 announcement. Microsoft had to say it, but it was almost as if the
company knew the price wouldn’t go over
well. And, well, it didn’t. Bad policies and
high pricing? It’s not a good look at E3 despite
the exclusives in hand. Because, after all,
who’s going to play those exclusives if no one
buys your console?
Editor’s note: As of press time, Microsoft
has reversed its policy regarding the ability to
play used games on the Xbox One, the requirement of 24-hour check-ins and regional
restrictions. Despite these reversals, our grade
still stands.

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

All photos courtesy of Shacknews.com

dead Rising

Forza 5

Grade: F
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sony
Killzone: Shadow fall

Lyndsey Hicks

Gran Turismo 6
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All photos courtesy of shacknews.com

The order 1886
feature

32013 was Sony’s gamble to lose, but the
PlayStation maker managed to not only pave
a clear course for the other main system in
the console wars, but also the company stole
the show with what should have been considered a
mainstream announcement.
Though it took time to get through the exclusives
— fewer than Microsoft’s offerings — Sony made it
a point to show that the company is focused on a
balanced approach to entertainment and gaming.
Sure, the newly
announced PS4 is
an entertainment
center backed
with the might of
one of the biggest
movie and music
providers in the
world. But it’s also
a gaming powerhouse that has series and franchises that will need to make appearances in the coming showdown with Nintendo and
Microsoft. While the number of exclusives are probably less exciting than the other companies’, Sony
still had a good showing with what it did have, and
the multiplatform games such as Final Fantasy
XV (formerly Final Fantasy Versus XIII), Assassin’s
Creed IV: Black Flag, Destiny and Grand Theft Auto V
all look amazing running on the hardware.
And then there’s the new hardware itself. Sony
has never been one to jerk around its consumer
base, and right on cue, the actual system design in
tangible form was unveiled on stage. The PS4 looks
like a black rhombus, not a video game system.
But I liked it. It harkens back to the days of the PS2,
actually, with the same color scheme and ability to
stand vertically. The console is sleek and interesting looking, a far cry from the portable grill PS3 that
Sony would have had you believe only does everything.
But just as I got comfortable watching game
demos, Sony pulled off the coup de grace. Somewhere during the last 20 minutes of the conference,
a devilish gleam arose in the eyes of Jack Tretton,
president and CEO of Sony Computer Entertainment
of America. Tretton, who is known for making outthere statements on behalf of his brand, announced
that the PS4 wouldn’t have restrictions on its used
games or an online check-in policy. As he managed
to simultaneously take a shot directly at Microsoft
and deliver a swift rise in Sony’s stock with gamers,
Tretton threw in the price of freedom: $399 with a
holiday launch timeframe.
While I have no dog in any of the battles for
console supremacy — it’ll be a long time before I
purchase any new console — Sony has eked out a
victory for now. And all the company had to do was
stay the course it had developed for years. After the
PS3 introductory debacle of a few years ago, Sony
has come full circle with a largely smooth PS4 reveal and relatively normal approach.

inFamous:
Second Son

Grade: A-
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08 tech nology
tech bits
Facebook kills bug
in privacy leak
A privacy issue dealing with
Facebook has been fixed. According to the social media
giant, 6 million users’ information, including their phone
numbers and email addresses,
was exposed thanks to an issue
in the Download Your Information tool. The company’s Bug
Bounty program was used to
identify the problem, and the
leak was plugged.
Source: ArsTechnica

Facebook for iOS

We’ve previously reviewed the Android version of the mobile Facebook application, and now
that we’ve switched operating systems, we’ve had an extended look at the iOS version.
Like the Android version, the app is useful if you’re not near a computer or you don’t feel
like logging in the main desktop version. While it’s a quick install on the iPhone 4 in our tests,
the program remains bulky, coming in at 138 MB for version 6.2. It’s also a data hog like the
Android version. To avoid it eating up our data allotment, we get on and stay on Wi-Fi since it
never counts toward our data usage.
The program works and chugs along with some problems. The app frequently crashes, no
matter whether you’re browsing photos or your timeline. It will freeze also if there’s too much
data for it to handle. And the timeline can easily miss out on multiple posts and never seems
to stay updated in order of descending timestamp. Frequently, posts will show out of order in
the timeline. However, the iOS integration for photo posting and easy chat functions are good
features that counter the problems. While it’s not without its issues, the iOS app is loads better
than the previous Android version.
Cost: Free
Where to download: Apple App Store, Facebook.com

Facebook announces video
for Instagram

Facebook has announced the
ability to film 15-second videos
over Instagram, its picturesharing application. The move
is in direct competition with
Twitter and its Vine video-sharing application.
Facebook acquired Instagram
in April 2012 for $1 billion.
Source: Yahoo News

Google told to clear
private data

Google was ordered by the
U.K. government to remove private Street View data within 35
days or face criminal charges.
The warning was issued in
relation to an ongoing scandal
that saw the company accidentally collecting private
user data with its Street View
application, which allows users
to map virtually any location
on earth.
Source: ArsTechnica

Barnes and Noble to stop
tablet manufacturing

Citing rising costs in the
tablet wars, bookseller Barnes
and Noble announced that it
would discontinue making its
own tablet, the Nook, in favor
of joining forces with another
company to make the device.
Barnes and Noble has been in
competition with Apple, Amazon and Google since 2009 with
the introduction of the
e-reader.
Source: Yahoo News
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Tio Pro tournament software
We at GI are constantly making
tournament brackets for something
these days. If we aren’t competing in
a tournament, we’re helping someone
who’s hosting one. So, when you aren’t
well versed in the art of drawing brackets, any kind of software that does it
automatically is necessary.
Tio Pro is a good alternative to
drawing out brackets by hand. Like
most bracket-making programs, you
fill out the necessary information and
the software does the rest. The placement of entries, pot distribution and
bye placement are all easy to do. The
program is clean and functional, and
it does exactly what you need it to do
from the basics and mundane to the
technical and complicated. Support is

offered on the company’s website, and
it’s easy to find answers should you
have questions about features.
Our only quibble is printing
brackets. If you’re going with the free
version, the company’s watermark is
all over the brackets. This isn’t bad if
you’re using the brackets just to keep
track of everything going in your tournament and you plan to throw them
away later. But if you’re like GI and
you’re using the brackets to display on
a website, having a large watermark is
kind of a problem. Otherwise, a quick,
easy install and small program size are
worth the watermark issue.
Cost: Free
Where to download: Tiopro.com
technology
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Bioshock Infinite
Ever wondered what would happen if you could go back into time to the
1900s and witness nationalism? We do, too. And Irrational Games gives
you the chance. Just don’t fall off the clouds in Columbia, though, 11
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Age of Wushu

If you’re looking for a combination of MMO and martial arts and
you don’t want Jade Empire, take a gander at Age of Wushu, 12
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TOMB RAIDER

Reboot everything you
know about Lara Croft
Series rebounds with rich narrative, gameplay
By William Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

Before you pick up this version
of Tomb Raider, take everything
you think you know about every
Tomb Raider game before and
throw it right the window a long
with those two sorry-ass
movies. This Tomb
Raider is the only
one you should
own.
I have never been
a big fan of the
Tomb Raider series
and games because
they don’t present much
of a challenge, and I saw no
need to experiment any further.
However, this one caught my attention and kept it. Even better is
the fact that it did not disappoint.
The origin story takes place on

a remote island of the southeast
coast of Japan, with Laura helping
her college friend Sam retrace part
of her heritage for a documentary.
The crew is made up of some good
friends and gives a different look
into Laura and how she had to
develop to survive the terrain and
the masses of islanders.
What I love about this
is that you get to see
the visible emotions
as well as the shock
of the cold of the
environment. You go
through the full gambit of things she does;
thumbs up to the young
lady who played Ms. Croft in the
motion capturing.
Crystal Dynamics redesigned a
lot of the old gameplay, and they
used a bit of the Hitman combat
system. The dual pistols have been

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

10

removed for one of my (and soon
to be yours) favorite weapons —
the bow and arrow — which has
been made so versatile that you
may just use it the entire game.
The varying difficulty of encounters makes it something worth
playing, the graphics are beautifully done and the story and
gameplay are to be commended.
This is definitely worth the buy.
The final word is that this is the
only Tomb Raider anyone should
try let alone own. I bought it
thinking that it would be a waste
or short, which it seems a lot of
games are doing these days. I
understand lots of gamers have a
short attention span, but I’m from
the old school and we value a lot
more depth.
Tomb Raider has this quality in
bunches with the reboot of Ms.
Croft’s adventures.

now playing

BIOSHOCK INFINITE

Save realities
in the clouds
By William Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

Well, well, well … back again
like a bad penny. We’re looking at
Bioshock Infinite and all its sweet,
sweet racism of the 1910s and with
another mad man on the loose
in the clouds. Yes, BI takes
place in a cloud city
where you play a former Pinkerton detective named Booker.
Your mission is
“Bring the girl, wipe
the debt clean.” What
that debt is, you’ll have
to play for yourself to
find out. It is really worth it.
The gameplay is a bit different
from the others in the series, but
the favorites are still there. The
Plasmids are now called Elixirs, and you can only carry two
weapons at a time. The skyhook
is an awesome replacement for
the wrench and about 10 times as
much fun to use. A lot of different things that will catch your
eye and make playing this entry a
more enjoyable experience.

Since this is set in the 1910s,
there are a lot of cues that draw
on the line of the time period, and
some things may be viewed as
slightly disturbing to some in the
first bit of the game. It is not without its twists and turns like all
Bioshock games, but I think
that’s one of those things
we all have come to expect. There is surprisingly only one moral
choice in this one,
and it seems to be
kind of not important
but more of a feel good
thing than anything
else. Yeah, that’s the only
spoiler you get. BI is one of those
epic games that they could only
do a prequel for seeing as though
Rapture was destroyed in the last
game. If you haven’t played that
yet, my bad.
The stopry is the draw, and without revealing too much, the saga
of who Elizabeth — the “girl” of
the mission — and Booker are is
worth the chance to fight in the
clouds and the Bioshock universe.

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5
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AGE OF WUSHU

Martial arts, MMO mix

By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

Photos by Daniel Gibbs/Gaming Insurrection

12

Lush green forests, crystal clear
streams, bountiful lively mountains. In a world modeled after
ancient China, players are given
the opportunity to explore these
environments though the eyes,
actions and moves of an aspiring
martial arts master.
Inspired by wuxia (martial hero)
fictions, Age of Wushu
looks more like
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon than
World of Warcraft.
You will build a
character and embark on a journey
that will ascend
you to legndary levels of fame or infamy.
During character creation,
you will have the option of choosing one of four starting scripts.
This script will determine your
backstory and which village you
start off in. Once you have taken
other starting steps such as choosing a name, gender and clothing
(which only vary in looks; they all
have the same starting stats), you
are on your way to conquereing the
rest of your 1,000 step journey.
Like other massive multiplayer
online roleplaying games, Age of
Wushu will ease you into its world
with a few beginner-level quests
in order to get used to the world.
That’s a good thing because Wushu
does a few things differently that
you may not be used to seeing.
First and foremost, there is no
rigid class system. Instead, you

will join one of the eight available schools of martial arts. Will
you join the righteous and graceful (and woman-only; the school
of Shaolin is male-only as well)
Emei? The corrupt Royal Guards?
Or, perhaps the Tangmen, who
care nothing of good or evil and
only look out for themselves?
Regardless of which school you
choose, you will, in time, be able
to learn techniques from other
schools, allowing you to make
a more well-rounded character instead of being
stuck in one set of skills.
Leveling up also isn’t
quite what you may be
used to. You don’t collect
experience points in order to raise some numerical level (meaning there is
no “I’m level 60!” bragging that
you see in other games). Instead,
the experience is turned into what
are called cultivation points. These
points are in turn used to increase
the level of your skill by cultivating, which basically means while
you are playing you can cultivate
one skill, and once it gains a level
you can cultivate it further or work
on other skills.
Also of note is the good/evil alignment system. Doing good things
such as rescuing kidnapped players
(yes, players can get kidnapped and
even sold into slave labor) make
you a hero. Do evil things like raiding caravans and you could find
yourself being arrested, jailed and
executed (that’s right executed, but
don’t worry, it’s not permanent
death). Your alignment will influ-

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5

ence what titles, equipment and
even what quests you can gain access to. Choose wisely.
But even the greatest of masters
must face difficulty.
The unorthodox nature of the
cultivation system can be a bit
tricky to learn, especially if you’re
the type of gamer that doesn’t read
the manual first. As with most
MMOs on the market today, Age of
Wushu offers a free-to-play model
and a subscription (called VIP)
model. I understand that there has
to be some draw to entice players
into choosing the VIP model, but I
have to say that having my conversion rate of converting experience
to cultivation points reduced to
70 percent while those that pay
for a subscription get all their EXP
exchanged into cultivation points
in free-to-play is a bit off putting.
Giving the VIP players a higher rate
such as 130 percent I could understand, but to not make full use of
earned EXP seems like a cheap way
to get players to pay. Another issue
is that when it came to mounts,
you don’t just pay one price and
keep it forever. You pay a price and
the mount is an item that has a
time limit on it. Once that time
runs out, you have to buy another.
At the end of the day, though, I
think the beautiful music, martial
arts battle system and the fact that
it has a free-to-play offering trump
the odd interface, loss of experience and being able to have only
one character at a time. If you are
a fan of martial arts and MMOs,
then you should at least give Age of
Wushu a try.

now playing

BIONIC COMMANDO REARMED

Remade Capcom classic swings
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

The quandry that most companies find in making HD remakes
and upgrades is charging the right
price point to get into the rodeo
again. At what point do you charge
too much for what is essentially a
retread? Where is the line drawn
for bedazzling the old for the new?
Capcom solved its own problem
and made a wise decision in adding to the lore that was Bionic
Commando with Rearmed in 2010,
and a wise decision it was to remake one of its early hits.
Rearmed is basically the same
game that was released 1988,
with a new can of paint lovingly
splashed over everything. The
graphics and music received extensive upgrades and the dialogue
is a bit jazzed up to be funny and
rational compared to the old.
That graphical upgrade is well
worth the charge with the move
from 8-bit to a smooth HD look
that introduces a soft lighting
scheme. The characters, while still
small, pop more against the recolored and redrawn backgrounds.
The best graphical feature, however, is the fact that in-game art was
drawn by Japanese artist Shinkiro.
One of my favorite video game
artists (see sidebar), Shinkiro sets
the right tone for the game while
making everything surrounding it
look better.
The music more than does its
job, with the new and remixed
soundtrack by Simon Viklund

now playing

sounding better than it did before.
See commentary in this quarter’s
Beat.Trip.Game (editor’s note: See
page 3 for more), but I easily can
say that the soundtrack basically
steals the show. The new
and improved tracks
make it a compelling
experience just to
play the game to
see what’s changed.
The controls have
even gotten a little
bit of love. The old
version played pretty
stiffly, relying on the NES’
hard control scheme to do it a
few favors. However, the remake
plays a lot more smoothly and
actually introduces new takes on
older concepts such as the intel
hacking sequences. If you couldn’t

stand the fact that main character Ladd Spencer couldn’t jump
before, be prepared to not like that
any more now than you did then,
because he still can’t jump and
grappling is the only way you’re
getting around. The lack of
jumping isn’t necessarily
a bad thing, though; it
adds a dimension of
skill to the game and
in the modern age of
gaming, that’s refreshing to be able to say
that about a platformer.
There’s now a sequel out to
Rearmed, but you’re probably better off playing this if you’re used to
the non-jumping aspect of Bionic
Commando. The dressed-up nostalgic factor is on full display here,
and it’s better than ever.

Who is Shinkiro?
Toshiaki Mori (pen name: Shinkiro)
is a Japanese artist well known for
his distinct realistic style, appearing in several titles such as Marvel
vs. Capcom 3
(promo/box art),
Tatsunoko vs.
Capcom (box
art), Capcom
vs. SNK and
Capcom vs. SNK
2. First working
for SNK and then
Shinkiro
Capcom after
SNK’s collapse,
Shinkiro created character designs and
box art for Neo Geo games, and was
responsible for the SNK Grooves-style
character portraits in CvS. His work
was also seen in artwork for Capcom
Fighting Jam and Dead Rising.

Score: 4.5 out of 5

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5
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2013 SILVER
HORSE AWARDS
Gaming Insurrection honors
pioneers of the game industry
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feature

Ed Boon & John Tobias
The dynamic duo of Ed Boon and John Tobias began with a
simple meet-up in the early ’90s at their former employer, the
now-defunct Midway. The Chicago twosome formed a core team
that eventually created the Mortal Kombat series. With the
release of Mortal Kombat in 1992, Boon and Tobias’ team began
a wave of hits that didn’t stop until 1997 with the release of
Mortal Kombat 4. Boon and Tobias went their separate ways,
with Boon remaining in charge of the MK team and Tobias leaving Midway to form his own company, Studio Gigante.
Since the demise of Midway and Studio Gigante, the team’s
reformation into NetherRealm Studios and acquirement by
Warner Bros., Boon and Tobias have worked together on a

feature

few projects such as comic tie-ins for Boon’s games. Boon is
the executive producer of the MK series, and Tobias is now
employed by social games maker Zynga.
Ed Boon and John Tobias joint bibliography
Mortal Kombat
Mortal Kombat II
Mortal Kombat 3/Ultimate MK3
Mortal Kombat 4
Mortal Kombat Mythologies: Sub-Zero
Mortal Kombat (movie)
Mortal Kombat Annihilation

Mortal Kombat Conquest
Trivia
n Former Mortal Kombat hidden character Noob Saibot is Boon
and Tobias’ surnames reversed. Each has a Twitter account referencing this anagram: Ed Boon @noobde; Tobias @therealsaibot
n Boon voices the character of Scorpion in every appearance
the undead specter has made in the franchise.
n Boon’s favorite character is Scorpion (who appears in
NetherRealm’s logo).
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Satoru Iwata
Satoru Iwata has been labeled a genius programmer. However,
he’s also the head of Nintendo Co. Ltd. Iwata was selected for
the post personally by former president Hiroshi Yamauchi in
2002. But before his ascension to the top spot at Nintendo,
Iwata got his start in the industry with Nintendo subsidiary
HAL Laboratory. Iwata worked on games such as Balloon Fight
and EarthBound and character designs in the Kirby series
before becoming president of the studio in 1993.
Iwata bibliography
Super Billiards
Rollerball
Hole in One Professional
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Air Fortress
Othello
NES Open Tournament Golf
Kirby’s Adventure
Kirby’s Dream Course
EarthBound
Adventures of Lolo
Kirby’s Dream Land 2
Kirby Super Star
Super Smash Bros.
Pokémon Stadium
Pokémon Snap
Pokémon Stadium 2

Pokémon Crystal
Kirby 64: The Crystal Shards
Trivia
n Satoru Iwata is the fourth president of Nintendo and the
first who is not related to the founding Yamauchi family by
marriage or blood.
n Iwata continues to illustrate character designs in the Kirby
series in addition to his duties as president of Nintendo.
n Iwata is the president of main line Nintendo Ltd., but also
serves as CEO of Nintendo of America.

feature

Koji Kondo discography

Koji Kondo
The musical maestro of Nintendo — and
arguably video game music as a whole —
began his career in 1984. He was a senior at
Osaka University of Arts and was recruited
by the company.
Responsible for creating compositions for
games, Kondo’s first titles were Punch-Out!!
and Vs. Golf.
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He moved on to Devil World and then
made the leap to franchise titles such as
Super Mario Bros. and The Legend of
Zelda.
Kondo now directs sound teams at
Nintendo, and has performed concerts featuring music from virtually all of the games
he has worked on.

Trivia
n Kondo is not classically trained in music,
though he began taking electronic organ
lessons when he was 5 years old.
n Kondo was the first person hired by
Nintendo to create game music compositions.

Punch-Out!!
Golf
Vs. Stroke & Match: Golf
Devil World
Soccer
Super Mario Bros.
Kung Fu (sound effects)
The Legend of Zelda
Super Mario Bros. 2 (U.S. and Japan)
Super Mario Bros. 3
Pilotwings
Super Mario World
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past
Star Fox (sound effects)
Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island
Super Mario 64
Star Fox 64
The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time
The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask
Super Mario Sunshine
The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker
The Legend of Zelda: Four Swords Adventure
The Legend of Zelda; Twilight Princess
New Super Mario Bros.
Super Mario Galaxy
Super Smash Bros. Brawl
The Legend of Zelda: Spirit Tracks
New Super Mario Bros. Wii (sound advisor)
Super Mario Galaxy 2
The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword
New Super Mario Bros. 2 (sound advisor)
Paper Mario: Sticker Star (sound advisor)
New Super Mario Bros. U (sound advisor)
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Kazuo Hirai
The worldwide president and CEO of Sony, Hirai joined Sony
in 1984 within what is now Sony Music Entertainment (Japan).
He took over SCEJ’s international business affairs in New York
and then joined Sony Computer Entertainment America in
1995.
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He successfully pushed the PlayStation brand, making it a
well-known gaming brand as well as marketing arm for Sony. In
2006, he became vice president of SCEA’s corporate executive
group.
In November 2006, he became president and COO of Sony

Computer Entertainment. In April 2007, Hirai became president
and Group CEO.
With Sony’s merger of its electronics and game businesses
in 2009, Hirai officially took over Sony as president and CEO
three years later.

feature
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VIGILANTE 8

A passable Twisted Metal imitator rolls on the scene
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

Vigilante 8 is one of those relics of a bygone era that seemingly died a horrible death with
the culling of the PSOne and N64
generation of games. Like its
brethren Twisted Metal, at some
point the veil of mystery was
lifted off vehicular combat titles
and suddenly, no one wanted to
drive around shooting missiles at
anyone anymore. Unfortunately,
like Twisted Metal, the Vigilante
8 franchise wore out its welcome,
but that push to move on from the
genre came in the first game.
If you’ve played any vehicular
combat titles like Vigilante 8, you’ll
realize pretty early on that the
game boils down to kill or be killed
with weapon attachments added
onto your car or truck of choice. V8
isn’t any different in that respect.
The story actually serves to juice
up the game and give it some life.
There isn’t much here except that
you’re trying to prevent an evil oil
company from crippling the U.S.
oil supply circa 1976.
With that little bit of story, the
visual aesthetics make a lot more
sense than at first glance. The
game moves through the 1970s
world of polyester and bell-bottomed pants with ease and it’d
be easy to assign a ’70s film vibe
to it. That’s great, considering the
not-half-bad soundtrack plays

retrograde

SCORE:
2 OUT
OF 5
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right along with the joke. It’s an
interesting mix of retro look and
feel and what were modern game
techniques.
But for all of its looking like a
modern game, V8’s blocky graphics are an eyesore 14 years after its
release. The N64 version is quite
possibly the blockiest game in
existence with some pretty heavy
draw-in that does absolutely noth-

ing to suggest that it’s the fault of
the technology and not the developers. The blocky graphics do
not hold up well, and it’s a shame
because the rest of the game looks
amazing.
The game also doesn’t hold up
well in the department of actual
play. You know how I said that
it wore out its welcome? This is
where that pronouncement comes

from. Driving around and shooting foes is great for about 10 minutes, and then it quickly becomes
tedious. Having spent a long
period of time working through
the quest mode of the game, I can
safely say it bored me to tears
just moving past the initial three
arenas. It just wasn’t very interesting to roam around a giant arena
trying to find my competition and

repeatedly blast them to hell so I
could turn around and do it again
on the next stage. Nope, I wasn’t
interested when I played the
game as an 17-year-old, and time
certainly did not help to increase
my interest in the ensuing decade.
And just when I thought that it
couldn’t get any more boring, I
lost interest even further because I
realized that it really wasn’t much
better than Twisted Metal.
Though, at the time Twisted
Metal was busy destroying itself
in a blaze of glory that involved
suicide runs with the abominations that are Twisted Metal 3 and
4. So, the game can be forgiven
even though it really doesn’t try to
very hard to keep you coming back
to play through its overly long
campaigns.
If riding around and destroying
things is your deal, then I have no
problem suggesting Vigilante 8.
But, quite frankly, Twisted Metal
Black did the vehicular combat
concept a hell of a lot better and
with more panache.
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PROJECT JUSTICE

Perfection projected
for Project Justice
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

Much like our previous review of
Rival Schools, its sequel — Project
Justice — is a weird mix of fighting
and school life. It’s foolish to pass it
up and miss one of the best sequels
to a great fighting game with the
lineage of Street Fighter in its veins.
Project Justice doesn’t tread on
a lot of new material. The story
doesn’t really make much progress
from the original game, except
there’s a new antagonist and new
schools are introduced. Some characters don’t return from Rival
Schools but those who
made an appearance
in Rival Schools 2, the
Japan-only PSOne
follow-up, are front
and center. There
are some interesting
twists and turns taken involve unlocking
different characters but
for the most part, it’s pretty much
the same concept as the original:
Fight to save your school of choice.
Where the game excels is introducing characters into the mix and
smoothing out the combo system.
The veterans that have returned
play more smoothly than the original versions, and the new folks actually are useful in their own way.

There are two big additions to the
combo system, and both are gamechanging and superb. The first is
the inclusion of a third teammate.
You still can’t call them out for regular team attacks but their presence
adds a second choice for a team-up
technique. The second is the ability
to break up a team-up technique.
The ability to do that is a godsend
considering the rock-paper-scissors
implications of the first game when
judging if doing a counter team-up
was worth the trouble. And that
rock-paper-scissors aspect is still
there, but it’s not quite as prevalent
and dominating as it once was.
The addition of the party up
technique is important,
too, but it really wasn’t
all that necessary. The
game system would
have been fine without
it, and it can be turned
off in the options, a
helpful move on Capcom’s
part.
Overall, the sequel turned out
nicely, even though Capcom
screwed up again by not including
the board game from the Japanese
version. It’s a shame because everything else about the game is perfect
and an example of how a sequel
to a fighting game should be done.
The soundtrack is good, with a
varied amount of tracks that fit the

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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backgrounds. The backgrounds also
are extremely well done with a lot
more detail thrown in. In fact, the
graphical quality of the entire game
has stepped up a notch with a full
jump to 3D. In the three-year time
frame and console switch between
RS and PJ, the graphics improved
tenfold, making it one of the bestlooking games for Sega’s doomed
Dreamcast.
While Rival Schools was a masterpiece by itself, PJ managed to take
the small things that needed work
in the original and improve upon
them in every way. Capcom took on
a solid project and did it justice.

Score: 5 out of 5
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PLASMA SWORD:
NIGHTMARE OF BILSTEIN

Star Gladiator
sequel upgrades
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

Like many people, I love good
arcade fighting games. As a
child and gamer of the late ’90s,
I enjoyed watching fellow gamers fight for the title of “King
of (fill in the gaming poison of
your choice).” During this time, I
came upon a game developed and
published by Capcom that piqued
my interest alongside their cash
cow roster of Street Fighter,
Darkstalkers and Marvel
vs. Capcom, to name
a few. Star Gladiator
brought together anime, science fiction
and 3D fighting — a
raging trend at the
time — into an awesome package. Fast forward to 2005, and I found
its sequel on the Dreamcast. All
the elements that made Star
Gladiator remained in Plasma
Sword: Nightmare of Bilstein.
In Plasma Sword, the story is
set a year after the events of Star
Gladiator in which protagonist
Hayato Kanzaki defeated mad
scientist Edward Bilstein and
his Fourth Empire organiza-

tion, resulting in peace being
restored throughout the universe.
This great calm is momentary,
however, as rumors of Bilstein’s
resurrection in a new cybernetic
suit and the Fourth Empire’s reconstruction of its forces causes
panic. Hayato, along with allies
June, Saturn and Gamof, must
retake their weapons as fighters
throughout the universe gather
under dark times as Bilstein’s
reign of terror begins with the
fate of the universe in the balance of a razor’s edge.
Gameplay in Plasma
Sword is somewhat
similar to Darkstalkers and Street
Fighter Alpha where
players have four
buttons, two to use
their chosen characters’
weapon and the others for
punches and kicks. All characters have an ultimate move as a
trump card via the new plasma
strike system, a step up from Star
Gladiator’s combo system, which
depended on tapping numerous
buttons with slow response time
as a result. Another feature that
players will like is the 3D stages
that eliminate any possibilities of

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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ring-out decisions.
In addition to characters of Star
Gladiator, 14 new characters join
the roster. Some are “mirror”
characters but have their own
original moves and background
story.
Another feature that I like about
Plasma Sword is that at the fifth
and final levels of the game the
character that I chose fights a
mid-boss character in addition to
fighting a specific boss character.
You will also have to take note of

your character’s battle abilities
points.
These play a role in determining if you will either see an
abridged ending or a true ending.
With these types of features
for a game that exclusive for the
Dreamcast, I believe that if Sega
kept supporting their third-party
developers, they would have not
been blown out of the console
business by Sony and that the
Dreamcast would be the reigning
console on the market.

Plasma Sword: Nightmare of
Bilstein is another piece of arcade
goodness that Capcom has donated to the gaming community.
While there are currently no
plans to re-release and continue
the Star Gladiator series, and the
Dreamcast is resting in peace,
I do hope that Capcom will give
the game and its predecessor to
a new generation to experience
the fine days of arcade gaming.
Redemption is knocking, Capcom.
Answer the door.
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BLOODY ROAR II

A roaring good
second round
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I’m proud to review the second
installment of a fighting series that
made it essential for gamers to
own a PlayStation One. Not only did
Bloody Roar change the way fighting game aficionados played their
beloved genre, but also the series
became a game-changer by mixing
science fiction with fighting plus
a splash of Japanese animation.
Bloody Roar II managed to continue
the tradition of primal fighting with
a hint of sophistication.
Developed by Hudson Soft and
published by Sony Computer
Entertainment America,
BRII continues one year
after the original game
during which Yugo
Ogami and his allies
have successfully
destroyed the Tyron
Corp. At this point, humans and zoanthropes
enjoyed an era of peace.
However, a new threat known
as the Zoanthropes Liberation Front
emerged, launching terrorist attacks
upon both species, especially those
who oppose their goals by either
peaceful or counter-physical methods. With the fate of both species in
peril, Yugo, Alice, Long and Bakuryu
must fight once more to stop the
ZLF’s impending darkness being
unleashed on Earth.
BRII retains the elements of what
made the original game popular. In
addition to the original game characters, there are four new fighters of
which two have become essential to
the series’ storyline. Stun the insect
was a former Tyron scientist who
is now an insect zoanthrope trying
to control his enhanced body and
retaining his humanity before he

is fully insect. Jenny the Bat, who
is known to be a Hungarian worldrenowned supermodel, is secretly
a professional spy with her own
reasons to not only stop the ZDF, but
also to acquire an unknown power
for herself. The controls for each
character remain simple enough
to perform the usual attacks but
the combo system will force you to
practice in order to truly master its
effectiveness.
All of the fighting stages are 3D
high resolution using near-perfect
camera angles to enhance graphic
sharpness. While I found that the
voice actors for each character’s
voice was excellent in their
performance, I despised
the music. You would
be better off having your televisions
muted or make up
your own music for
each stage. Another
issue is that Hudson
Soft and SCEA were really
trying to tap into the fan service market with Jenny, since she
is fighting nearly in the buff when
she is in her bat form. Fortunately,
SCEA came to their senses and made
Hudson Soft tone down her form
with some art modification.
Bloody Roar II continued a series
that thinks outside of the box in
fighting games while keeping players entertained. It also gave other
developers a new standard to reach
and was a good brawler to kill time
with.
I do have one request for Hudson
Soft and its chosen publishers for
future editions of this series: Please
try to keep your female characters
properly covered when in beast
mode. You want a teen rating — and
not an “Adults Only” rating from the
ESRB — to sell copies.

Photos by Lyndsey Hicks/Gaming Insurrection

SCORE:
3 OUT
OF 5
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There are some in the bunch that cause a
fire to burn because they’re legitimately hard.
it’s through the controls or lack thereof,
yn or theWhether
fact that there’s no guidance on exactly what’s
y
expected of you the young warrior, there’s something about
these games that incite a frustrating desire to maim yourself,
controllers and televisions.
When a hard game robs us of our inert control over our emotions, we
search for ways to rebound and punish. We want a way to reassert control
and get revenge for the self-perceived embarrassment that has been suffered at the
hands of a non-sentient A.I. And in this moment of destruction designed to be pleasure, we find a way to win and conquer or we give up, acknowledging that our superiority
isn’t as vast as we believe it to be. That moment of fight or flight has been passed down for
generation upon generation of gamer within generation upon generation of console cycles. But that
degradation began with the NES. And our list of the hardest games of the retro era seeks to prove that
concept.
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Ninja Gaiden trilogy (Ninja Gaiden, Ninja Gaiden II: The Dark Sword of Chaos, Ninja Gaiden III: The
Ancient Ship of Doom): Every time I look for an early hard game, the series starring ninja Ryu Hayabusa traversing
the streets of New York comes to mind immediately. Let’s get down to the nitty gritty: Hayabusa had it hard. Real hard. The
first three stages are a cakewalk compared to the other games in the series, and I’ve never made it past the first scene in Act IV.

Super Contra: While it can be argued that all of the Contra games are hard as hell, Super C has the distinction of being the first game
in the series that I bothered to try, and the first game in the series that caused me to throw my controller across the room as an 8-year-old
gal frustrated with gunships and demon-possessed soldiers. Call me a sadist, but I kept coming back until I managed to beat the game as an
adult while using cheat codes. It took 20 years to do it, but it was beaten. Grudges last.
See HARD RETRO, PAGE 28
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
On tap this quarter:
No. 41 — Zubat
No. 42 — Goldbat
No. 43 — Oddish
No. 44 — Gloom
No. 45 — Vileplume
No. 46 — Paras
No. 47 — Parasect

Evolves at
Level 22

Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

No. 41 —Zubat

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Bite
Confuse Ray
Wing Attack
Haze
Moves to delete
Leech Life
Supersonic
Moves to teach
TM 06 - Toxic
TM 15 - Hyper Beam
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No. 42 —Goldbat

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

Start

Leech Life

Bug

Start

Leech Life

Bug

10

Supersonic

Normal

Start

Screech

Normal

LEVEL

15

Bite

Normal

Start

Bite

Normal

21

Confuse Ray

Ghost

Start

Confuse Ray

Ghost

28

Wing Attack

Flying

32

Wing Attack

Flying

36

Haze

Ice

43

Haze

Ice

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Zubat starts out fairly
useless. The only real offensive move it knows is
Leech Life, which may or
may not help it survive in
early battles. Supersonic
causes confusion, but the
percentage that it may or

may not work is always
hit or miss with a lowlevel Pokémon. The later
moves it learns help balance out the early weakness.
Goldbat is fairly useless,
too, unless you let it learn
the moves it needs and
then evolve.

We suggest letting it
get to level 28 and then
evolving.
Haze is a terrible move
for the user, despite being
one of the few Ice-type
moves in Generation I.
If you want to teach the
chain Haze, feel free, but
it’s not worth the trouble.
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Evolves at
Level 21

Evolves with
Leaf Stone

No. 43 —Oddish

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Start

Absorb

Grass

15

Poison
Powder

Poison

17

Stun Spore

Grass

19

Sleep Powder

Grass

24

Acid

Poison

33

Petal Dance

Grass

46

SolarBeam

Grass

What to keep
and delete
Keep
Poison Powder
Sleep Powder
Acid
SolarBeam
Delete
Absorb
Stun Spore
Petal Dance
retro game corner

No. 45 —Vileplume

No. 44 —Gloom

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Start

Absorb

Grass

Start

Poison
Powder

Poison

Start

Stun Spore

Grass

Start

Sleep Powder

Poison

28

Acid

Poison

38

Petal Dance

Grass

52

SolarBeam

Grass

EDITOR’S NOTES:
If there’s ever an evolutionary chain that could
be a good status inflictor,
look no further than Oddish, Gloom and Vileplume.
The three Pokémon are
experts in the field of dis-

tributing slow pain in the
form of poison, paralysis
and sleep.
They also learn a great
deal of Grass-type moves
that can cause major
damage.
Depending on which
version of the game you

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Start

Poison
Powder

Grass

Start

Stun Spore

Grass

Start

Sleep Powder

Grass

choose, either you will
only be able to find Oddish
(Blue) or you can catch one
(Red). If you catch it, don’t
let it evolve until it’s pretty
high level. Otherwise,
you’ll miss out on a great
move such as SolarBeam.
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Evolves at
Level 24

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Stun Spore
Spore
Leech Life
Slash
Delete
Scratch (until Slash is learned)
Growth

No. 47 —Parasect

No. 46 —Paras

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Start

Scratch

Normal

Start

Scratch

Normal

Stun Spore

Grass

13

Stun Spore

Grass

Start

20

Leech Life

Bug

Start

Leech Life

Bug

30

Spore

Grass

27

Spore

Grass

34

Slash

Normal

39

Slash

Normal

41

Growth

Normal

48

Growth

Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Parasect is an interesting Pokémon.
While it is a common Pokémon, it’s
also a Bug type, which means it’s not as
common as one would think. The Bug
type is good against a number of other
types and doesn’t have many weaknesses. So getting a Paras or a Parasect
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in your repertoire isn’t a bad idea. In
this case, we suggest letting Paras evolve
after level 34 so that it learns Slash, and
keeping an eye out for useless moves
that do nothing to enhance the allure of
the Bug Pokémon. For instance, Growth
really doesn’t do much in the long run
for Paras and Parasect. All that it does is
raise the Special Attack stat one stage.

It doesn’t do this permanently, and that
can be accomplished by other means.
And though we have suggested getting
rid of Leech Life for other Pokémon, keep
the move for Paras and Parasect. It is
the only Bug-type move that they can
learn in Generation I, and it will come
in handy for this particular evolutionary
chain.
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

BPM: 190
Difficulty: 6/7/9
If you believed you’d conquered every Paranoia up to the
point of DDR 3rd Mix, you’d have been mistaken until you
managed to pass Rebirth’s Heavy steps. One of the first catas
in the series, the Heavy steps of the fourth Paranoia song
were among the hardest in the series. You cannot rightfully be
called a master of the game until you pass the winding steps
that feature speed and twists and turns at 190 BPM, jumps
and triplets that require fast crossovers. The song starts out
with a blistering pace, with several double taps that crisscross
the pad.
There are quite a few jumps interspersed with a few alternating triplet marches. The steps, for the most part, follow the
song and don’t really get off the melody until the breakdown
in the middle. When you reach this point, you’ll know it
because the singer says “Hit me baby. Break it down.” That is
the exact moment that the song becomes a stamina-draining
exercise in note control. The Voltage and Stream of the steps
of this particular run are what make the song difficult and
give it the cata rating. The song basically restarts at this point
and it’s meant to provide a breather after the run because the
only other run coming up is the one near the end, and it’s a
long one. If you can make it through the middle run, you can
survive the end run. It has less notes.

BPM: 166
Difficulty: 3/6/9
The Heavy steps of Irresistiblement are extremely fun to play. These require you to have a
good sense of timing, control and nuance. You
have to be nimble and quick to handle the turns
and twists required at this BPM, and there will
be quite a few of them thrown in around jumps
and gallops.
Happy speed is the order of the day with Irresistiblement, and by the end of the song you
need to be prepared for the long run that comes
in the final 1/4th after the singer has finished
her final line. The run is exhausting and will
drain you, so be prepared to run around the
pad. Pretty much, though, the steps follow the
singer so you’d be hard pressed to mess it
up too badly if you somehow manage to find
yourself offbeat.
Suggested speed mod: x1.5 or x2
First appearance: DDR Extreme

Suggested speed mod: x1.5
First appearance: DDR 3rd Mix

retro game corner

Groove Radar broken down

in later editions.

The Groove Radar, introduced in DDR Max (6th Mix)
measures five attributes in a song: Air, Chaos, Stream,
Voltage and Freeze. The Groove Radar is important because eventually an experienced player can judge the
difficulty of a song simply by using the radar and the
BPM without having to rely solely on the foot rating,
something that underwent an overhaul (for the worse)

What the terms mean:
Air — The amount of jumps
Chaos — Irregularity of the steps
Stream — Overall density of the steps
Voltage — Peak density of the steps (the highest density of arrows that ever appear on the screen at once)
Freeze — The amount of Freeze steps

Starting with SuperNova 2, there were several X-edit
and X-Special versions of previous songs. Songs such
as Dub-I-Dub and Kakumei received X-edits; Maxx
Unlimited and others received the X-Special treatment;
and songs such as B4U and Dynamite Rave received
specific category edits such as Voltage for B4U and Air
for Dynamite Rave. The X-Special edits are interesting
in that they do not focus on individual categories and
usually do not have edits to their Chaos category.
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Take my advice: Stay off the beach in California

T

he beach was never my
thing as a child, and California Games may have had a
strong, unrelenting hand in
that policy. True, I lived three
hours from the nearest oceanfront
scenic view, but every time I had an
urge to nag my mother about visiting the sand and surf, the terrifying
experience of one of the worst games
ever made flashed through my head
and the sweat of terror was upon me.
It’s safe to say my umbrella stayed
packed in the closet.
California Games wouldn’t be so
bad if several things hadn’t combined
forces in some malignant concerto of
awfulness. The controls are God-awful
wretches, forced upon you like a cold
hand wrapped in latex just waiting to
maim and torture. Nothing works correctly and you’re given absolutely no
hint on how to do anything. Primarily,
I believe the controls were deliberately
designed to hurt: Controls so terrible
that gamers were internally struggling to hold their atoms together while
facing a black hole of suck. It probably
wouldn’t have been so bad if the game
wasn’t so vague on exactly how to do
much of anything. It’s purposely designed to be flighty — like many games
of the era — to force you to play it more
to learn the controls. Except that the
strategy backfires, like, majorly dude.
The overall concept of the game is
even terrible. You’re given these seemingly random “extreme” beach sports
and you’re to compete and do well.
That’s all fine and well except no one
tells you anything about the events,

with Lyndsey
Hicks
how to actually move your character
or the ultimate goal. Take, for instance,
the rollerblading event. Somehow, I
was expected to have knowledge of the
game system that involves jumping
over cracks in the ground and avoiding obstacles. As a bonus, I need to do
tricks to score extra points. Sigh … there
is absolutely no indication that any of
this is even possible. My character is
plopped down in the scene and told to
move forward. That’s it. My frustration
as a child who liked to roller skate was
palpable, but my anger as an adult that
had to relive the memories of struggling
to understand the controls and goals is
truly frightening.
Nothing says ’80s horrible like bad
music. I wanted to pick a back alley
brawl with a circus strong man so that
I might be beaten into a coma to avoid
listening after five minutes. The graphics are right there with the music in
terms of attraction. The question that
I had immediately after picking up the
game again after many years was: Who
designed the cover art? Because if this
was supposed to be something that

lured me in to play a truly terrible beacon of mediocrity, it surely worked. That
cover art is on par with Mega Man’s
fantastically bad look.
Atrocious, irredeemable … the list of
malaise is quite long. And yet, someone somewhere thought this was good
music and fine gaming, or at the very
least passable. And that word, passable. That’s the general feeling behind
California Games. And you know who
birthed this mess of epic proportions?
It’s our good friends at Rare, of course.
And by good friends, I mean people that
can’t design games worth anything
other being landfill fodder that was continuously granted chances to succeed.
Every time I discover a terrible ’80s —
and by extension ’90s — game was the
result of the braintrust over at the most
overrated game company on the face
of the earth, a small part of me dies.
And there’s no bringing it back with a
Phoenix Down. I just can’t bring myself
to say nice things about Rare. Nothing
good has ever come out of them, and
California Games is proof positive of my
non-belief in the dominion of the worst
game company ever. California Games
is a reminder of all things terrible about
the beach: Sand getting everywhere,
birds harassing you for food, the acrid
smell of stagnant salt water. Perhaps
my mother had a point about staying
far away from the disaster of surf and
sand.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached
by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

Konami old-school games well known for code, high difficulty
HARD RETRO, from PAGE 23
Top Gun: Not being able to land your
plane? Check. Horrible flight controls?
Check. Ridiculous quarter-eating qualities
that translated to the home experience?
Extra checks. Top Gun is one of the hardest games ever created for a reason: The
controls are horrible and getting something
just right, such as landing your plane after
a mission, is an exercise in patience and
control of will. Konami, who handled the
home version, makes significant contributions to this list. Remember that.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:
Another Konami rage-inducing title, the first
TMNT title is also among one of the worst
games ever created. It’s a sad day when the
four terrapins of notable cool are banished
and represented by a travesty. The game
is nearly impossible to play without cheat
codes and even then, it’s still ridiculously
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hard to do much of anything throughout
the game. You will be subjected to inane
puzzles, timed missions and terrible platforming that doesn’t make much sense. And
there is no using the Konami code to help
you. Even it of legendary might and magic
can’t save you.
Battletoads: Rare makes its first appearance on the list. And it should be noted
that Rare has a penchant for overly hard
games throughout its history. Battletoads
is a terrible game for reasons that can only
be explained through this description: It’s
a game that employs toads named after
skin afflictions who are trying to save their
princess and comrade. Nothing about that
statement makes me want to play the game.
Oh, and the controls are awful. If you make
an appearance in our Torture of the Quarter
column, you automatically qualify for the
designation of hard and probably terrible.
Ice Climber: Another on our list of hard

and horrible that has also appeared in
Torture of the Quarter, Ice Climber is one
of those games that doesn’t need to be as
hard as it is because it obviously can be
easier. If it weren’t for the controls playing
saboteur constantly, you might would stand
a chance at accomplishing goals, such as
completing stages and making it to the top
of the mountain. But the controls make it
such a Sisyphean effort that trying isn’t
worth the difficulty. Make no mistake, Ice
Climber isn’t a very good game to start
with. But couple that axiom with the ramped
up difficulty and you have a recipe for a
hard bad game.
Castlevania: A classic title that we’ve
covered in depth at GI, Castlevania is
a great game. It’s multilayered, full of
surprises and has an awesome soundtrack.
But, while it throws its bells and whistles at
you with the good parts of gameplay and
music, it also manages to sneak in the fact
that it’s hard as hell. Between the outra-

geous amount of damage that enemies do
and the propensity to get a game over from
a horribly-timed jump, the crazy difficulty
does absolutely nothing to draw you in to
play just a little while longer after that death
screen. If you can make it to Frankenstein’s
monster and Igor, you’re doing exceptionally well.

Ghosts ‘n Goblins: Quite possibly the
hardest game on this list, Capcom’s 8-bit
classic is one of the hardest games ever
made. Someone at the company thought it
was a novel idea to give limited life points,
terrible jump mechanics and force a restart
of the final two levels if a certain weapon
isn’t obtained. Oh, and you have to replay
the entire game on a higher difficulty after
making it to the end to see the actual ending. That strategy isn’t great; it’s stupid. And
I will never replay a game just to see a real
ending. If you can’t show me the ending
the first time through after I managed to
slog my way through bad design decisions,

I don’t need to see your ending at all. It’s
probably crap, anyway.
Metroid: The last game on the list of hard
games probably deserves the second-most
ire in terms of wretching about difficulty.
I’m going to clearly state this just in case
you haven’t been reading GI long enough
to figure it out: I love Metroid and the lore
of Samus Aran’s fight against the Space Pirates. I would name my firstborn child after
Samus if I could. But for all of the advancement of video games, something has never
set right with me about the first game in the
Metroid series. Why did anyone think it was
a good idea to give Samus limited jumping
skills and start her with only 30 life points
and a crappy cannon on an unfamiliar
planet that you don’t have a map for? That’s
insane at the very least. Metroid, in its basic format, is a great idea but the execution
makes it one of the hardest games to get
into, and the poorly implemented password
system doesn’t help alleviate the pain.
retro game corner

God Loves, Man Kills
Marvel Comics, 1982
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God loves but man kills discriminatively

I

n the dark recesses of the human soul
lies a need to persecute. Every being that
can afford to call itself human has the
potential and inclination to sling labels
of acrimony, to breed hatred for the sake
of promoting themselves in the hierarchy of
life. In the Marvel universe, it’s no different
and yet maybe, somehow on a deeper level
it’s worse. On a different plane of persecution from the normal homo sapien banter sit
mutants. Homo superior knows that minute
difference in makeup means jealousy, anger
and retaliation. They also know it means the
difference between staying alive and using
super powers for good and dying a martyr for
the cause.
God Loves, Man Kills is the culmination of
Marvel’s attempt at framing the differences in
mutant-human relations. The chilling murder of children, racism and classism — all for
the sake of someone else being different -- are
effectively told through the eyes of the X-Men
and various mutants who come into contact
with the group and the antagonist, William
Stryker. If you’ve seen the excellent X2 film, this
is the main arc that makes up the bulk of the
story. The movie, for all of its interweaving of
characters and plot elements from various other arcs, is merely the entry point to the source
material. But, what’s depicted is far worse.
Stryker’s violent and horrific past that led to
his crusade against mutants is the backbone
for the present-day acts of brutality. Where
the story succeeds is showing the genesis of

Stryker’s cause
and his means
of achieving his
We score the properties in
goal: The eradithree categories: Casting (or
cation of the
voice acting in cases of ani
mated), plot and similarities
mutant populato its source material. Each
tion.
category receives points out
The excellent
of the maximum of 10 per
storytelling is
category and 30 overall. The
obvious through
percentage is the final score.
the purposeful exposition
and writing.
It may not always be clear through the prose
of characters like Professor Charles Xavier or
Cyclops, but the main goal of all of the characters in the arc is nicely made bare in what is
relatively short work. The art has a vintage ’80s
inking and coloring to it, and the level of detail
is outstanding.
The X-Men arcs have always had a story
to tell, and God Loves, Man Kills is no different. The quality of the storytelling, the way it
deftly weaves violently opposed viewpoints
and the well-paced action make a powerful
combination. The most interesting part of it
all, however? How it so closely parallels the ills
of today’s real society. This is another notch in
Marvel’s favor toward its ability to relate to the
real world at hand.

HOW WE GRADE

10
Plot: 10
Art quality: 10
Writing: 10
Overall score: 10

had a reason to cosplay once again. I usually only have the urge to dress up and
take on different characters once a year,
and that’s because I’m going to NashiCon.
My first and only anime convention to
date, I popped my NashiCon cherry in 2009
with an attempt to dress up as Akuma. The
next year, I went as Afro from Afro Samurai.
I managed to miss 2011 and 2012 for various
reasons, but I made a special trip to the convention this year. NashiCon is held every year
in my hometown of Columbia, S.C., so I have
every reason to go and celebrate anime.
For reasons known only to myself, I decided
that I would attempt to cover NashiCon 2013
for GI. You may have even seen our coverage on the front page of GI.com. Next year
will be different, I promise, because I’ve got a
mission to uphold. Next year involves a new
character to cosplay from any of the various
anime that I’ve finished and all-day photography from the minute the doors open on
both days.
This year, as I wandered through the halls
of the convention and escaped outside for a
little while, I took note of the elaborate work
needed to pull off some characters. Cosplaying is hard work, something to put dedication
and efficiency into to make complete. And to
my surprise, there were so many different
series represented that I knew. I have never
regarded myself as particularly knowledgeable about anime, but this year I recognized
so many characters from series new and old
that I finally felt anime smart. That has always been step No. 1 in improving my cosplay
technique and efficiency.
Step No. 2 will come in the form of preparation. This year taught me a good lesson: Having a plan in place if you’re going to cosplay
is a good idea. Also, it’s fine to cosplay by
yourself. You don’t have to cosplay in a group
and trying to coordinate costumes is all fine
and well, but it’s not always feasible. One of
the pitfalls of the weekend was the fact that
I couldn’t attend both days with fellow GI
member Brandon. Add to that the problem

See STRIP TALK, PAGE 30
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Light learns a few valuable
lessons in wheeling and
Brandon Beatty
OTAKU CORNER dealing in Death Note Vol. 6
Welcome back for another edition of Otaku Corner!
As all of you know, this is my little corner of GI where
I bring you the best in manga and anime that will
keep you entertained and free from having reader’s
remorse in time and money spent.
I’m continuing the most epic battle of wits mixed
with a splash of ethics and a good pinch of the supernatural. We’re following up with Death Note, written
by Tsugumi Ohba and drawn by Takeshi Obata.
Death Note volume six continues the story of Light
Yagami, a high school genius who obtains a Death
Note, a notebook belong to the death god Ryuk. With
the Death Note and Ryuk, Light vows to rid the world
of crime. However, when criminals worldwide began
to die in record time, the ICPO calls in L, a legendary
detective to bring in the serial killer. With L closing
in each day, how long will Light be able to retain his
noble goal and his life?
In volume six subtitled “Give and Take,” the task
force was able to determine that the new “Kira”
has been working to commit murders among the
Japanese business community that not only benefit
himself, but also the Yosuba Group. However, there
is debate among the task force members about the
methods of capture, which causes a brief rift. Light
and Ryuzaki decide to use Misa to further gain information on the current Kira and the seven Yosuba
members’ plans. During an interview to become a
Yosuba spokesperson, Misa was briefly reunited with
her Death Note’s shinigami, Rem, who tells Misa not
only about Light being the real Kira, but also reveals
the current Kira: Higuchi.
Upon learning that Higuchi was the third Kira, Misa
pretends to go on date with Higuchi while secretly
recording him stating that he was behind the recent
killings of Yosuba’s rivals and regular criminals. As a
result, Ryuzaki plans to use Sakura TV to trap Higuchi
using Matsuda as bait. When Higuchi discovers that
Matsuda is still alive, he sets off a high-speed chase
throughout Tokyo, while at the same time trying to
kill Mastuda. In the end, Higuchi fails miserably as

A secret, a maid and
a lovestruck teenager
Series: Kaicho wa Maid Sama
Episodes: 1 to 12
Premise: Misaki Ayuzawa is the student
council president at a formerly all-boys
high school. She also works at a maid cafe
on the side to earn money to support her
family. Misaki has problems relating to the
male members of her class so she comes
off a little more than brusque and overbear
ing. One of her classmates, Usui Takumi,
happens upon her by chance as she’s being
with Lyndsey
intimidated by a group of men. It just so
Hicks
happens that he comes to her rescue as
she’s working so he learns her secret. Thus
begins the saga of Misaki and Usui, she trying to keep her secret and he
trying to get her to open up to him. It’s pretty obvious from the beginning
that Usui is in love with Misaki but she’s about the only person in the cast
that doesn’t realize it.
the task force and a small contingent of police officers
led by Aizawa and Ide trap Higuchi, which leads to
major changes for all of the main characters in the
next volume.
Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large for Gaming
Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Be prepared and punctual at conventions
STRIP TALK, from PAGE 29
that when we did make it there the
second day, it was near the end. I
also ran into the problem of not being able to visit more of the panels
that I had planned to see. If I’d stuck
to my original plan, things might
have turned out better. Planning is
everyone’s friend.
The final step is dedication. I have
realized that in recreating a char-
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acter there has to be a high level
of dedication to seeing it through
until the end, the end being when I
walk out of the convention hall for
the final time. There were people
who were completely in character,
perfect down to the strands of hair
placed correctly. That takes work
folks. A lot of work. But if you’re going to do something such as dress
as a completely ridiculous character, be prepared to go all the way or

go home.
So, with my steps in mind, next
year’s issue will be ready well
ahead of time, and I’ll have all the
time in the world to enjoy dressing
up as some inane comic book or
anime character I’ve only dreamed
of being.
Lyndsey Hicks is the editor-in-chief
of Gaming Insurrection. She can be
reached at
gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com

Is it worth watching?: Yes. It’s a fun story about maid cafes and
hardworking students. Also, with the “she’s in love but doesn’t know it
yet” angle, it’s worth keeping up with the series just to see when Misaki
will make the connection between herself and Usui’s continued presence
and actions.
Breakout character: Usui Takumi. Yes, you could make the case for
the cross-dressing Aoi, but he doesn’t exactly inspire the way Usui does
as the lead. Besides, Aoi is just a kid who manages to show up and try to
grab attention that he doesn’t really need. He’s cute enough already. Usui
has that leading man act down by the third episode and never really lets
up after that.
Funniest episode: Episode 6 — Man, Ayuzawa School! — Misaki
manages to have her photo taken as a maid and Usui finally says some
thing to her after the photo gets out into the open. Not to spoil it, but
expect romance in this episode and Usui nearly killing himself trying to
be romantic.
Where it’s going: Just who is going to find out — if ever — that
Misaki is a maid is the future. And will Misaki and Usui ever get together?
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Name: Rita Wayword

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Affiliation: The Sisterhood of Mutants, Mojo, Longshot
Special abilities: Spiral is a master-level magic user who is also a master of sorcery, genetic en
gineering and robotics. Her magic proficiency is enough that she was considered to be among candi
dates to succeed Doctor Strange as the Sorcerer Supreme of Earth. Spiral is able to open dimensional
gateways, travel between dimensions, teleport and time travel. Spiral has an immunity to possession
by others, and is also superhumanly acrobatic and strong.
Background: Spiral began life as Rita Wayword, a stuntwoman on Earth. She became involved with
the humanoid Longshot after she was attacked by her evil future self in a paradoxial time loop. Within
the loop, she, Longshot and another companion traveled to Mojoworld to take on the villain Mojo.
While there she was captured by Mojo and subjected to torturous experiments and enhancements that
created her extra four arms. She went insane and became loyal to Mojo, who then sent her back in
time to find Longshot, completing the loop. She later became involved in the Psylocke/Kwannon mind
swap and joined forces with other evil female mutants to create the Sisterhood of Mutants.
Relationships: Mojo (employer), Longshot (lover), Red Queen (ally), Lady Deathstrike (ally),
Chimera (ally), Lady Mastermind (ally), Martinique Jason (ally)
First Versus game appearance: X-Men: Children of the Atom
Appearances in other media: X-Men the Animated Series (animated), Wolverine and the X-Men
(animated), Marvel vs. Capcom 2 (video game), X-Men 3: Mojo World (video game)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — SUPER FAMILY EDITION
1

Superman — The Man of Steel him
self is probably the best incarnation of
the super family. He was the origina
tor of the series and thus carries the
name on when other incarnations drop
in and out of the DC continuity, like
Supergirl. The others in the lineup are
literally just watching the throne.
the strip

2

Superboy — There have been several
versions of Superboy but the most
prominent is the little boy who would
become Superman. DC has since
stated that Superman didn’t have
adventures until he became an adult
but that hasn’t stopped the multitude of
other versions, such as the post-Crisis
on Infinite Earths being.

3

Supergirl — Supposedly, the story
goes that the daughter of Zor-El — Su
perman’s uncle — survived the explo
sion of Krypton since she was living in
Argo City, which was cast off into space
when the planet exploded. Kara Zor-El
was the last survivor, giving Superman
one of his only living clansmen known to
have survived the catastrophic event that
created the lore. Her existence is removed
during and restored after the 1985 arc
Crisis on Infinite Earths.

4

Krypto the Superdog — Superman
might have godlike powers on Earth,
but on Krypton he had decidedly human
emotions and that extended to having a
pet. Krypto was used as a test subject to
experiment with rocket flight. Jor-El —
Superman’s father — realized Krypton
was going to explode and wanted to test
a way to get himself and his family off
the doomed planet. Krypto was sent out
into space, but the rocket was knocked
off course. Drifting through space for
years, the dog was found and rejoined
Superman during his Superboy years.

5

Bizarro — The ultimate in “the evil
clone/twin did it” storyline, Bizarro ex
ists only because Lex Luthor, as usual,
was messing around with things he
didn’t understand. Luthor recreated the
duplicating ray that was used previ
ously on Krypton by Gen. Dru-Zod
and on Earth to accidentally create a
duplicate version of Superboy. Luthor
also creates a version of Bizarro after
the Crisis on Infinite Earths arc while
trying to create a clone of Superman.
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Strip Life
by

Lyndsey Hicks

Finally! That’s the last
of the stories edited.
Vacation time!

Where are
we going this
summer?
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Love, we don’t
have ...

Think of
the budget,
sweetie!

I know she
didn’t just say
vacation?

Woman, we
aren’t going
to ...

Yeah, she
said
vacation.

Who said anything about
a vacation? Ain’t nobody
got money for all that.
Brandon, talk some sense
into her.

And those fools
thought they could
defy me ...
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